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About This Game

Join Louis and Timcat on a strange quest to discover their feline origins. Make your characters warriors, assassins, mages, or
healers. Embark on an emotional and action-packed quest where you eventually get a chance to become heroes of the kingdom
that has come under siege by mysterious cat mages. This is a short (about 3-5 hour) 90s style RPG in which you goof around,

but things get real too. There are over 40 maps to explore, and plenty of nifty graphics and music to appreciate.

Features:

Kitty Cats (and a few dogs, notably a swordsman dog)

Emotional Music

Three enemy weakness types: slashing, magic, and blunt.

A powerful Hero who wins through sheer will-power.

Over 40 maps to explore with hidden goodies + a world map.
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While playing this game I got seizures!! Would spaz out again 5\/5!. Do you like well rounded strategy games ? this game is for
you. think of Memoir 44 on steroids and you have a very detail oriented strategy game that is both challenging and fun. Enjoy !.
This game is absolutely ridiculous. The concept seems interesting but the execution has gone wrong. Result? A helpless struggle
against the rng. No, thanks.

@dev please allow to at least *move* the pieces, then it may actually become playable... maybe wasd to rotate the tower, arrows
to move the pieces and space to flip them upside-down (piece rotation won't be necessary since the tower can be rotated)?. I
have not completed this game yet, only the first two chapters. But based off of those 2 chapters, I can say for a fact that this
game has got me hooked. I love it. The developers did a perfect job of creating a game where you have to explore around
everywhere and experiment with stuff to get different results from the game, but the real cream of the crop is the eerie feeling
that the game gives you. It either leaves you feeling spooked or makes you jump at what you just did (not going to give an
example to avoid spoiling anything. I did a let's play of this game. It would mean the world to me if you could check it out. I will
put a like below. I hope you have a wonderful day.
https://youtu.be/CNQ_tYKg5jU. Jack reminds me of COMMANDER KEEN from ancient days.

good times. I had to leave a review, this game is superb.

I personally played Union rather than League, and so have a very limited knowledge of this code, however I've been looking for
a really well made NFL, RFU or RFL game on the PC for.. well... years.

Firstly this feels like an AAA studio game. The menus and presentation are slick and apart from a couple of very minor UI
issues (like why would I want to play as any other team during career mode? Why do I have to keep rechoosing my team each
week?) but these are all minor and the devs seem to be patching already (day one).

The graphics are stunning, and it all runs very smoothly (over 100fps on my GTX970)

I'd go as far as to say this looks and feels like a FIFA or 2K title.

The gameplay is tough and whilst there are Drills which help improve the basics you'll have to figure out the rules and tactics of
the game as you go along.

It has all the key elements of a modern sports sim, with a My Player career mode, coach career mode, exhibitions, leagues and
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multiplayer etc.

The sound is pretty realistic and on the whole very authentic, with some great bone crunching tackles. The commentators aren't
quite as varied as their FIFA/2K counterparts but they are a million times better than Blood Bowl 2...

If you follow Rugby League I'm guessing you aren't reading this because you're too busy playing this game, if you like sports
games but aren't sure about League or this game you should jump in!

. I rather enjoyed this though the puzzles were a little hard and the hints didn't really help.. Devilishly hard, fairly stylish, and an
interesting story. If you like simple but addictive gameplay loops which take memorization and fast reflexes to complete
perfectly, you'll love this.

I will probably never beat it - my fingers don't want to move fast enough - but I respect the craft behind it.. Welcome to your
new summer job at Freddy Fazbear's Pizza, where kids and parents alike come for entertainment and food as far as the eye can
see! The main attraction is Freddy Fazbear, of course; and his two friends. They are animatronic robots, programmed to please
the crowds! The robots' behavior has become somewhat unpredictable at night however, and it was much cheaper to hire you as
a security guard than to find a repairman.

From your small office you must watch the security cameras carefully. You have a very limited amount of electricity that you're
allowed to use per night (corporate budget cuts, you know). That means when you run out of power for the night- no more
security doors and no more lights! If something isn't right- namely if Freddybear or his friends aren't in their proper places, you
must find them on the monitors and protect yourself if needed!

Can you survive five nights at Freddy's?. Dr.Green is a an awesome retro-styled platformer.
Here are some pros and cons!

+Great soundtrack, you can really hear the influence
+Smooth gameplay
+Great retro art style
+Classic progression
+Not too hard or easy
+Actually good boss fights :D
+Rebindable controls
+Has the correct feel for this type of game
+controller support

-only 8 levels (I've only done the first two)
-little replayability, maybe for high scores

9\/10
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THIS GAME IS NUTS! ...my wrists hurt more than my eyes.. Unnecessarily annoying layouts, poor tutorials, bad visual design
(it's not obvious when you've succeeded in a puzzle), irritating controls and bad UI (have to go back to the main menu to restart
a level) detract from what could have been an interesting logic puzzle game.. Waste of space in your hard drive and in the libary
dont get it its crap.. 8 out of 42 players like this game.

Graphics are okay assuming you have high end SLI'd GPU's.

Controls aren't good enough to be considered, ARCADE; this game should not even be under the category of simulation.

40 pound rocks can make the Bulldozer flip over; no exaggeration.

No speed range. There are only 2 speeds: Fast and Out of Control.

Running over 40 pound rocks can cause you to loose what you just scooped up from the ground; no physics at all.

I am seriously thinking about reporting this game to the Better Business Bureau; it should be banned from America.. Can't use
360 wireless because planes always YAW left automatically, can't configure Thrustmaster Joystick because won't let me re-bind
HAT for YAW. Waste of time and money.. Xing is a beautiful VR puzzle/exploration game of epic proportions. You change
the weather, throw stuff around and turn day into night and back to solve various environmental puzzles on 5 huge levels( +
there 8 smaller levels without gameplay just for spectacle and story). It is overall very relaxing and casual, but not insultingly
easy - Xing has very steady difficulty curve.
Some puzzles require too much backtracking for my taste though.

P.S. The game has only sliding locomotion so people with VR motion sickness may have some problems with it.. I can't figure
out how to leave a review for the DLC so I'll just post this here. Haven't even played the base game.

There's no actual nudity in the DLC Wallpapers or Daikia-whatevers. The "NSFW" versions just have them in their underwear
and occasionally corsets.

Maybe this is standard for Steam virtual novels, I have no clue because I've never bought one before. Just feels like something
you should know before buying the Deluxe edition. So now you know.
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